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A look at the social composition of faculty members at
the Indian Institutes of Management reveals that the
faculty body at these institutions is drawn from a very narrow spectrum of Indian society. The recently proposed legislation that will convert IIMs into full-fledged universities offers a canvas for public deliberation on the question of social diversity at these institutions of higher learning. - Reproduced.
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The issue of reservation in faculty appointments and in doctoral programmes (fellowship programmes) has brought the Indian Institutes of Management (IIMs) back to the centre of public discourse. Though the IIMs are a minuscule part of the higher education landscape in the country, they have always occupied a disproportionately large space in the public imagination. The IIMs, though public institutions, have emerged as centres of excellence in professional education with appreciable global recognition. Of late, their numbers have increased to 19. - Reproduced.
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The open government reform movement: the case of the open government partnership and US transparency policies.

Open government initiatives, which include not only transparency but also participation and collaboration policies, have become a major administrative reform. As such, these initiatives are gaining cohesiveness in literature. President Obama supported open government through a range of policies including the Open Government Partnership (OGP), a multinational initiative. The OGP requires member organizations to develop open government national action plans, which are used as the basis for my analysis. To frame this paper, I use and expand upon David Heald's directions and varieties of transparency framework. A content analysis of the 62 commitments in the US Second Open Government National Action Plan was conducted. The analysis provides two findings of note: First, the traditional view of transparency was indeed the most prevalent in the policies proposed. In that respect, not much has changed, even with the OGP's emphasis on a range of approaches. Second, openness among and between agencies played a larger than expected role. While the OGP pushed an array of administrative reforms, the initiative had limited impact on the type of policies that were proposed and enacted. In sum, the OGP is an administrative reform that was launched with great fanfare, but limited influence in the US context. More research needs to be conducted to determine if the "open government reform" movement as a whole suffers from such problems in implementation. - Reproduced.

Loss of governance reform efficacy is an identified entrenched institutional problem in systems. Reform, anywhere, is a sticky material because holders of powers and their cronies have rarely shown altruistic intentions of relaxing their profiteering grips over resources. Instead, they have done their best to retain, defend and preach status quo; howsoever ossified or inhuman in form. Under these circumstances, governance reforms surface under fiscal compulsions, public order implications and/or interventions from the judiciary. This article takes up the case of India, a country where power holding, too, has been a compulsive exercise of mediation on such matters. To examine efficacy, it goes into the institutional dynamics of textual politics in course correction and process implementation. The case is built up on the strength of evidence from economic reforms, administrative reforms, police reforms, devolution strategies and corporate governance reforms during the past 25 years. The article highlights discourse ethics and concludes with a heuristic intent.
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Public employment in most developing countries is governed by political patronage. Patronage provides many incumbents with governability and electoral advantage. What causes governments to forsake patronage in favour of civil service reform? This article reviews scholarly explanations. It finds that studies usefully identify diverse socioeconomic and political-institutional factors which can affect reform incentives. The causal effects of these factors — their weight, mechanisms and signs — are contested, however. This article partially resolves this contestation by considering which reform studies explain: different bureaucratic structures develop asynchronously and feature different determinants. To illustrate, political competition is argued to incentivize reform to 'blanket in' party appointees; or do the opposite by reducing expectations to reap longer-term state capacity benefits. Yet, 'blanketing in' necessitates bureaucratic job stability, while state capacity requires merit recruitment of skilled bureaucrats two poorly correlated reforms. The causes of patronage reform thus depend on the type of civil service reform.
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Agricultural insurance is an important tool that helps farmers gain access to appropriate financial services in support of agricultural production and the risks involved. In March 2011, the Prime Minister of Vietnam announced the adoption of a pilot agricultural insurance programme for selected agricultural products such as rice, shrimps, fish, buffalos and cows in 20 localities in the country. Since then, the programme has achieved some of its objectives, but has also had several weaknesses, such that the government is now considering the possible use of a public-private partnership approach. The programme experience is addressed here, leading into a discussion of significant pre-conditions for the sound involvement of the state and insurance companies in such an approach. - Reproduced.
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Behavioral public administration is the analysis of public administration from the micro-level perspective of individual behavior and attitudes by drawing on insights from psychology on the behavior of individuals and groups. The authors discuss how scholars in public administration currently draw on theories and methods from psychology and related fields and point to research in public administration that could benefit from further integration. An analysis of public administration topics through a psychological lens can be useful to confirm, add nuance to, or extend classical public administration theories. As such, behavioral public administration complements traditional public administration. Furthermore, it could be a two-way street for psychologists who want to test the external validity of their theories in a political-administrative setting. Finally, four principles are proposed to narrow the gap between public administration and psychology. – Reproduced.
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While an expansionary monetary policy acts by respecting private rationality, an expansionary fiscal policy, involving larger government expenditure financed by a fiscal deficit or taxes on capitalists, implicitly highlights the limitations of private rationality. Finance capital not surprisingly opposes the latter, even though the proffered arguments for "fiscal responsibility" have no theoretical validity. Given the current world economic crisis, a spate of beggar-my-neighbour policies are on the horizon. - Reproduced.
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The global situation is tense, marked with protectionism.
The domestic environment is constrained by the twin balance sheet crisis. The dull investment climate was further jeopardised by the note ban. The budget has failed to create a policy environment to kick-start a virtuous investment cycle. It has failed to address critical issue of accelerating employment. - Reproduced.
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On the bureaucracy of bureaucracies: analysing the size and organization of overhead in public organizations.

Governments across the globe try to rebalance their budgets by rationalizing overhead operations. When overhead-reducing policies are adopted, it is important to understand why some central government organizations have a higher overhead than others, and why organizational models to produce overhead efficiencies are used to different degrees. This study focuses on the Flemish context to analyse differences between central government organizations in the size and organization of two overhead processes: human resources management (HRM) and finance and control (FIN). Significant effects are found for autonomy, organizational size, spatial dispersion and budgetary stress, yet effects vary according to whether HRM or FIN is considered and whether the focus is on the size or the organization of HRM or FIN. Our findings have practical implications to get a process-sensitive understanding of the size and organization of overhead, and theoretical implications as they cast light on factors that shape decision-making in public organizations. - Reproduced.
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Ambition is priceless: socialization, ambition, and representative bureaucracy.

Within the representative bureaucracy literature, there are a variety of individual or professional incentives that may discourage movement from passive to active representation. This study presents two of these incentives by explaining the potential effects of professional socialization and individual career
ambition. Using 3 years of survey and performance data from public schools, this research explores how professional socialization and ambitions of career advancement may promote specific behaviors that potentially support or discourage effective representation. The results indicate that professional socialization actually promotes representation by African American and Latino bureaucrats. The impact of Latino representation across values of professional socialization is also significantly different from that of White managers. The results also demonstrate varying effects for bureaucratic career ambition, as the effect of Latino administrators on student performance is minimized for administrators with higher levels of ambition. For African American administrators, the opposite is true as Black administrators with high levels of ambition are related to increasingly positive student performance. These results add to our understanding of representative bureaucracy by exploring how different values will interact with a minority bureaucrat's decision to represent the interests of minority clients. – Reproduced.
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Employee empowerment and turnover intention in the US federal bureaucracy.

Reducing employee turnover in the U.S. federal government has been an ongoing goal of policymakers in Washington, D.C. A large literature emerging during the last three decades has identified a range of antecedents of turnover intention and actual turnover, including individual characteristics, employee attitudes, organizational conditions, and managerial practices. Little research has been done, however, on the impact of employee empowerment as a multifaceted managerial approach on turnover options in the public sector. This study proposes a theoretical model of the direct and indirect effects of employee empowerment on turnover intention in the U.S. federal bureaucracy. The model is tested using structural equation modeling (SEM) and data from the U.S. Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey (FEVS). The empirical results support the hypothesized model. Employee empowerment has negative direct and indirect effects on turnover intention. In addition, the negative effect is greater on the likelihood of intention to leave to another federal agency and intention to leave the federal government than on the intention to retire. – Reproduced.
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This article examines whether the racial context within local communities influences the assignment of disciplinary policies in public schools. First, we consider whether different policies may be assigned to similar target groups across varying racial contexts. Then, we consider whether the racial context moderates the transition from passive representation to active representation among bureaucrats. We draw from two theories of intergroup relations—group contact theory and group threat theory—to help explain the passive-to-active representation link. Using a sample of Georgia public schools, we find that schools rely more on more punitive disciplinary measures in school districts characterized by greater segregation and that this occurs especially among schools with sizable African American student populations. We also find that active representation appears to occur more often in segregated environments, perhaps because of the greater salience of race within these communities. - Reproduced.
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It is well established that bureaucrats' implementation of policies is influenced by their own policy positions, that is, their attitudes toward the given policies. However, what affects the policy positions of bureaucrats? This article focuses on whether the policy positions of bureaucrats at the front lines of government are susceptible to frames and cues embedded in communication. Based on the notion that bureaucrats often adhere to certain professional norms when developing their attitudes toward policies, the authors hypothesize that communication frames and cues that align policies with such norms move bureaucrats' policy positions in favor of the policy. Results of four studies in European and American settings among mid- and street-level bureaucrats show support for the hypothesized effect. They also show that aligning policies with dimensions outside professional norms is ineffective, possibly even producing opposite effects. - Reproduced.

Research on bureaucracy and corruption tends to concentrate on cross-national research taking countries as the unit of analysis. Yet national-level measures neglect large differences within countries. This article therefore takes the perspective of individual bureaucrats. It studies how public officials' experience with bureaucratic institutions affects corruption within their sphere of work. Based on a survey of central government officials in five post-communist states, the article examines how public servants' views on civil service laws, the quality of their implementation, merit recruitment, and the politicization of appointments associate with rumours of kickbacks in their place of work. The analysis shows that merit recruitment is
associated with less corruption, while politicization is associated with more corruption. In contrast, civil service laws are negatively associated with corruption only if they are properly implemented. The findings complement and qualify country-level research, approaching more closely the micro-foundations of the relation between bureaucracy and corruption. – Reproduced.
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This article reports research on bureaucrat behaviour. Where discretion exists, do primary associations such as religious, gender or racial identity guide behaviour or are these associations superseded by secondary learned professional or technocratic attachments? Using the theoretical lens of representative bureaucracy and Q methodology to investigate bureaucrat role perceptions, two distinct bureaucrat typologies are identified in Belfast. The evidence demonstrates that an elite-level bureaucrat may actively represent his or her own professional interests or, alternatively, may seek out and actively represent the interests of the political elite as a collective. The findings have implications for representative bureaucracy research as it is demonstrated that an elite-level bureaucrat may actively represent something other than a primary identity. This contribution also provides a useful insight into everyday life within a bureau of a successful power-sharing system of governance. – Reproduced.
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Scholars and practitioners have long questioned whether the race, ethnicity, and gender of public bureaucrats matter to the efficacy and legitimacy of public services. Representative bureaucracy theory and research provide a growing body of empirical evidence that it does. This article examines some of the rich scholarly work that has been generated on representative bureaucracy and its implications for practice. A significant aspect of recent research focuses on the notion of symbolic representation, whereby the mere existence of a passively represented bureaucracy can itself improve outcomes by
influencing the attitudes and behaviors of clients, regardless of bureaucratic actions or results. This article is intended to help both students and public managers understand the importance of representativeness in public organizations for a broad spectrum of practices and goals, from the coproduction of services to democratic rule. - Reproduced.
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There are few who would question that within their everyday discretionary choices and decision making, public servants can develop into consequential and dynamic actors in the policy process. Participation in policy formulation is a particularly meaningful stage within which administrators can make a noticeable impact in shaping public policy. Whether they do so or not often comes down to an individual choice. Yet, while there is a great deal of anecdotal evidence regarding public servants' involvement in policy formulation, there is relatively less empirical research in the area. In particular, there is little known about the conditions under which some public administrators are more likely than others to seek to become involved in policy formulation. This study explores the effects that stakeholders' expectations, self-expectations, administrative discretion, and tenure have on administrators' predispositions to seek opportunities to participate in the formulation of public policy issues they find important. - Reproduced.
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Li, Hui , Lo, Carlos Wing-Hung and Tang, Shui-Yan
Nonprofit policy advocacy under authoritarianism.
Ravina, Hiral
Engaging Indian diaspora.

NUCLEAR NONPROLIFERATION

Halu, Anilkumar B. and Suhasini, B.
Future of nuclear disarmament.

NUCLEAR WEAPONS

Panwar, Om Prakash
Evaluating India's nuclear doctrine.

Saikia, Dipen
Trend in Indo-US N-deal.

OCCUPATIONS

Lynn, Freda B. and Ellerbach, George
A position with a view: educational status and the construction of the occupational hierarchy.

OFFICE MANAGEMENT

Shri Prakash and Sharma, Sudhi
Limitations of official statistical system of India and data gaps: a note.

ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE

Coule, Tracey M. and Bennett, Ellen
Rhetoric, organizational category dynamics and institutional change: a study of the UK welfare state.

Accounts of institutional change and categorization conventionally assume that high-status change agents can impose change, even to stable category systems, which lower-status actors accommodate in order to ensure social approval and material resources. By exploring the UK Conservative-Liberal Coalition's rhetorical efforts to reform the welfare state, how welfare providers are
categorized and the subsequent response of implicated category members, we offer instead an account of institutional change that exposes the agentic limitations of high-status actors. While governments may well be in a position to impose changes in the formal rules of the game through manipulation of material resources (fiscal contraction, privatization, open markets, deregulation), we find that they cannot necessarily monopolize symbolic resources (identities/cultural features). We also find that deviation from cultural expectations is available not only to large, high-status organizations; low-status actors too have discretion over their responses to institutional pressures regarding how they are categorized and subsequently judged. - Reproduced.

1371 Voet, Joris van der and Vermeeren, Brenda
Change management in hard times: can change management mitigate the negative relationship between cutbacks and the organizational commitment and work engagement of public sector employees?

Public management research has paid little attention to the implementation processes through which public organizations implement cutbacks. In this study, we examine how the implementation of cutbacks is related to employees' organizational commitment and work engagement in the Dutch public sector, and to what extent the use of change management practices may mitigate a negative relationship between cutbacks and these factors. The analysis of 6,066 employees indicates that cutbacks are negatively related to employee attitudes regarding their membership in their organization (organizational commitment), but not to attitudes regarding their work (work engagement). Moreover, although change management practices are only moderately applied in the implementation of cutbacks, the analysis indicates that these may partly alleviate the negative relationship between cutbacks and organizational commitment. The evidence presented in this study thus indicates that more attention should be given to the processes through which budget cutbacks are implemented in public organizations. - Reproduced.

ORGANIZATIONS

1372 Ashcraft, Karen Lee
Submission to the rule of excellence: ordinary affect and precarious resistance in the labor of organization and management studies.
1373 Borry, Erin L.
Ethical climate and rule bending: how organizational norms contribute to unintended rule consequences.
Public Administration, 95(1), 2017: p.78-96.

1374 Dashtipour, Parisa and Vidaillet, Benedicte
Work as affective experience: the contribution of Christophe Dejours psychodynamics of work.

1375 Fotaki, Marianna, Kenny, Kate and Vachhan, Sheena J.
Thinking critically about affect in organization studies: why it matters.
Organization, 24(1), 2017(Jan): p.3-17.

1376 Michels, Christoph and Steyaert, Chris
By accident and by design: Composing affective atmospheres in an urban art intervention.

1377 Pullen, Alison, Rhodes, Carl and Thanem, Torkild
Affective politics in gendered organizations: affirmative notes on becoming-woman.
Organization, 24(1), 2017(Jan): p.105-123.

1378 Timon Beyes, Timon and Cock, Christian De
Timon Beyes, Christian De Cock Adornos grey, Taussig's blue: colour, organization and critical affect.

1379 Uddin, Mohammad Jasim and Ahmed, Jashim Uddin
Organizational socialization context: evidence from the microfinance sector in the developing country.

1380 Vallabh, Priyanka and Vallabh, Gourav
Role of workplace spirituality in relationship between organizational culture and effectiveness.

The article tries to explore the role of workplace spirituality in relationship between organizational culture and organizational effectiveness. Denison’s theory of organizational culture and effectiveness is used for articulation of the above relationship. Denison's framework focuses on four cultural traits: involvement, consistency, adaptability and mission. These traits collectively facilitate an organization's capabilities for integrating and coordinating internal resources as well as its adaptation of the external
environment, thereby leading to organizational effectiveness. All these cultural traits and their relationship with spirituality and organizational effectiveness are discussed in the article. This article is an attempt to emphasize that organizational culture should give a place for spiritual expression. - Reproduced.

PANCHAYAT

1381 Dogra, Bharat
Protecting panchayati raj in difficult times.

1382 Gupta, Alok K. and Zafar, Salma
Evaluating Sansad Adarsh Gram Yojna.

1383 Mathew, George
Power to the people and its enemies.

1384 Mohanty, Bidyut
Panchayats, women and sustainable development goals: reaching out to the last person.

1385 Prakas, T. and Perumal. M.
Panchayat and welfare of rural masses.

PARENT CHILD RELATIONSHIP

1386 Porter, Maria
Spousal bargaining over care for elderly parents in China: imbalances in sex ratios influence the allocation of support.

PARTICIPATORY DEVELOPMENT

1387 Bua, Adrian
Scale and policy impact in participatory-deliberative democracy: lessons from a multi-level process.
Public Administration, 95(1), 2017: p.160-177.

PEASANTS

1388 Hilmi, Angela and Burbi, Sara
Peasant farming, a buffer for human societies.

PENAL SANCTIONS

1389 Abraham, Susan
Misuse of the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act.

PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL

1390 Andrews, Rhys, Boyne, George and Mostafa, Ahmed Mohammed Sayed
When bureaucracy matters for organizational performance: exploring the benefits of administrative intensity in big and complex organizations.
Public Administration, 95(1), 2017: p.115-139.

1391 Kroll, Alexander
Can performance management foster social equity? stakeholder power, protective institutions, and minority representation.
Public Administration, 95(1), 2017: p.22-38.

1392 Ma, Liang
Performance management and citizen satisfaction with the government: evidence from Chinese municipalities.

PETROLEUM INDUSTRY

1393 Chandra, Saurabh
A mega oil company and India's energy security.
Economic and Political Weekly, 52(14), 2017(8 Apr): p.33-34.

1394 Shenoy, Bhamy V.
Does India need a giant integrated oil company?
Economic and Political Weekly, 52(14), 2017(8 Apr): p.29-32.

PETROLEUM RESOURCES

1395 Girdner, Eddie J.
Over a barrel: America and the empire of oil.

POLICE
Devika, J.  
Neither moral nor policing.  

Epp, Charles R., Maynard-Moody, Steven and Haider-Markel, Donald  
Beyond profiling: the institutional sources of racial disparities in policing.  

Eterno, John A., Barrow, Christine S. and Silverman, Eli B.  
Forcible stops: police and citizens speak out.  

Ho, Alfred Tat-Kei and Cho, Wonhyuk  
Government communication effectiveness and satisfaction with police performance: a large-scale survey study.  

Hong, Sounman  
Does increasing ethnic representativeness reduce police misconduct?  

Jennings, Jay T. and Rubado, Meghan E.  
Preventing the use of deadly force: the relationship between police agency policies and rates of officer-involved gun deaths.  

Nicholson-Crotty, Sean, Nicholson-Crotty, Jill and Fernandez, Sergio  
Will more black cops matter? officer race and police-involved homicides of black citizens.  

Rivera, Mario A. and Ward, James D.  
Toward an analytical framework for the study of race and police violence.  

POLICY MAKING
Administrators and policymakers increasingly rely on collaborative policymaking groups to inform policy development. While this trend is observed in a wide array of policy domains, it is particularly common in the regulation of natural resource-based industries which requires the simultaneous consideration of an interrelated set of economic, technical, and social factors. In this article, we examine outcomes associated with collaborative policymaking groups involved in informing state aquaculture policy, referred to herein as aquaculture partnerships. We define outcomes here as consequences on relevant contextual conditions (social, political, and environmental) that follow from the work or design of collaborative processes. Using data collected through an online survey of partnership participants (n = 123), we examine individual and procedural factors that significantly associate with partnerships' positive or negative influence on a set of policy and social outcomes, as perceived by their participants. Overall, we find that participants' ability to mobilize scientific and technical resources to achieve group objectives, perceptions of procedural fairness, and individual-level learning are all positively associated with partnership influence on policy and/or social outcomes. We conclude our article by highlighting the value of this research for both scholars and practitioners interested in better understanding collaborative group dynamics and outcomes relating thereto. - Reproduced.

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION

Pal, Satarupa
Political inclusion: a conceptual analysis.
This article demonstrates that regional branches of national parties do not limit regional election campaigns to regional issues. On the contrary, they nationalize regional elections (i.e., emphasize national-level issues in regional campaigns) as an electoral strategy to win votes. The empirical evidence comes from the quantitative content analysis of regional-level manifestos of the two main national parties in Spain, PP, and PSOE, between 1998 and 2015. The percentage of references to the national government is taken as an indicator of nationalization. We find that parties nationalize regional elections under two situations: when the national co-partisans are in office enjoying high levels of popularity or when the national co-partisans are in opposition and the nationally governing party is unpopular. These findings contribute to a better understanding of the role of national parties in subordinating the regional arena to the national one in federal and decentralized states. - Reproduced.
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Does the Congress have a future?

1409 Palshikar, Suhas
India's second dominant party system.

1410 Palshikar, Suhas
Party with a difference?
Economic and Political Weekly, 52(15), 2017(15 Apr): p.11-12.

1411 Palshikar, Suhas
What makes BJP really different.
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Legitimacy of Baath in Syria and Gramscian idea of cultural hegemony.
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Multi-party democracy: a positive change agent in transforming political parties in India.
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1415 Bijukumar, V.
Politics of counter-narratives and appropriation.
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Current political turmoil in Nepal: India factor.

1417 Islam, Shamsul
Mahant Yogi Adityanath as CM of Uttar Pradesh: why the Hindutva juggernaut rolls on.

1418 Khndu, S.
Coalition politics in India.

1419 Nair, Pradeep and Sharma, Sandeep
People in politics: the dynamics of polarisation and power.
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One year of Modi government: review of Rajiv Kumar's Modi and His challenges.

1421 Rawat, Vidya Bhushan
Kashmir needs a healing touch today.

1422 Zaidi, S. Akbar
Pakistan in the post-Taliban present.

POLLUTION

1423 Zheng, Siqi and Kahn, Matthew E.
A new era of pollution progress in urban China?
POPULATION

1424 Zhang, Junsen
The evolution of China's one-child policy and its effects on family outcomes.

POSTAL SERVICES

1425 Choudhary, Nidhi
Covering India into post bank of India: a paradigm shift in Indian financial inclusion story.

POVERTY

1426 Mahendra Dev, S.
Poverty and inequality in India.

1427 Mburu, Samuel et al
Income and asset poverty among pastoralists in Northern Kenya.

1428 Mutatkar, Rohit
Poverty and deprivation among the Katkari.
Economic and Political Weekly, 52(13), 2017(1 Apr): p.27-29.

This article examines evidence for poverty and deprivation amongst the Katkaris, a Scheduled Tribe, in hamlets in Jahwar and Mokhada talukas of Palghar district, Maharashtra. It analyses how Katkaris are trapped in a vicious cycle of social, educational, and economic backwardness. - Reproduced.

1429 Rout, Sarit K et al
Poverty and health status of Beedi workers in Andhra Pradesh.

PREGNANCY
Murray, Claire
The protection of life during pregnancy Act 2013: suicide, dignity and the Irish discourse on abortion.

PRESIDENTS

Bilotta, Nicola
Trump presidency and future of Monroe doctrine.

PRIMARY EDUCATION

Dhankar, Rohit
Beyond the oxymoronic idea of no-detention policy.

Prabu, K.
Compulsory elementary education in India: an overview.
Third Concept, 26(307), 2012(Sep): p.49-52.

Thakur, Rohan Chand
Prerna: program for result enhancement, resource nurturing and assessment.

PRIME MINISTERS

Parthasarathi, Ashok
The Prime Minister's office: origin and evolution.

PRISONS

Chakraborti, Senjuti
Fantasies from the prison: thinking with the Marquis de Sade.

Dogra, Bharat and Singh, Jagmohan
Two-year battle fought from prison: how handcuffed prisoners defeated biggest imperial power.

Nakamura, Ayako
Mechanisms for controlling government organizations have attracted major interest from public administration researchers. Cultural theory has been used as a tool to identify the core control approaches of individual organizations. Whereas major existing studies have applied the theory based on the cultural types using nominal-level measures, this article builds a novel set of interval measures, focusing on two fundamental factors of government control proposed by cultural theory: grid-group dimensions. The measures are applied to assess suicide risk control systems in the English (HMPS) and Japanese prison services (JPS). The results highlight the fatalistic approach in HMPS and egalitarian approach in JPS, as well as demonstrating the structural characteristics of each risk control system beyond nominal lists of control tools. - Reproduced.
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1439 Satpathy, Lopamudra D., Chatterjee, Bani and Mahakud, Jitendra Mahakud
Firm characteristics and total factor productivity: evidence from Indian manufacturing firms.

**PROJECT MANAGEMENT**

1440 Blois, Michel de, Lizarralde, Gonzalo and Coninck, Pierre De
Iterative project processes within temporary multi-organizations in construction: the self-, eco-, re-organizing projects.

1441 Boonstra, Albert, Offenbeek, Marjolein A.G. van and Vos, Janita F.J.
Tension awareness of stakeholders in large technology projects: a duality perspective.

1442 Chang, Jamie Y.T.
Mutual monitoring of resources in an enterprise systems program.

1443 Davies, Andrew, Dodgson, Mark and Gann, David

1444 Diegmann, Phil, Basten, Dirk and Pankratz, Oleg
Influence of communication on client satisfaction in information system projects: a quantitative field study.

1445 Floricel, Serghei and Piperca, Sorin
Project management between will and representation.

1446 Huff, Anne Sigismund
Project innovation: evidence-informed, open, effectual, and subjective.

1447 Kock, Alexander, Heising, Wilderich and Gemunden, Hans Georg
A contingency approach on the impact of front-end success on project portfolio success.

1448 Korhonen, Tuomas
Innovation for multi project management: the case of component commonality.

1449 Lechier, Thomas G. and Yang, Siwen
Exploring the role of project management in the development of the academic agile software discourse: a bibliometric analysis.

1450 Lenfle, Sylvain
Floating in space? on the strangeness of exploratory projects.

1451 Lippe, Sonia and Brocke, Jan vom
Situational project management for collaborative research projects.

1452 Mahmoud-Jouini, Sihem Ben, Midler, Christophe and Silberzahn, Philippe
Contributions of design thinking to project management in an innovation context.

1453 Petter, Stacie and Carter, Michelle
In a League of their own: exploring the impacts of shared work history for distributed online project teams.

1454 Sergeeva, Natalya
Labeling projects as innovative: a social identity theory

1455 Shenhar, Aaron J. et al
The challenge of innovation in highly complex projects: what can we learn from boeing's dreamliner experience?

1456 Wen, Qi and Qiang, Maoshan
Enablers for organizational project management in the Chinese context.

1457 Zhai, Zhao et al
Governmental governance of megaprojects: the case of EXPO 2010 Shanghai.

PROPERTY TAX

1458 McGiverin-Bohan, Kellie
Local officials support for PILOTs/SILOTs: nonprofit engagement, economic stress, and politics.

PROSTITUTION

1459 Menezes, Sharon
Covering distances ... a tough struggle: conceptualising existing prostitution.

PROTEST MOVEMENTS

1460 Matthews, Daniel
Narrative, space and atmosphere: a nomospheric inquiry into Hong Kong's pro-democracy 'umbrella movement'.

PSYCHOLOGY

1461 Uz, Irem and Kemmelmeier, Markus
Can deception be desirable?

PUBLIC ACCOUNTS COMMITTEE

1462 Sinha, R.B.
Is PAC going beyond its remit by examining monetary policy?

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

1463 Boschken, Herman L.
Aligning a multi-government network with situational context: metropolitan governance as an organizational systems problem.

The governance of major metropolitan areas is often associated with a "fragmented" and "uncoordinated" multi-government apparatus, frequently sculpted from years of particularistic ad hoc administrative reforms. This image of dysfunctional structure gains high salience when the metropolitan context is accentuated by complexity and fluidity, especially where intense paradoxical forces of economic development and ecological sustainability are present. The most visible solutions for such a state often come from bureaucrats seeking to "streamline" government according to norms of standardization and hierarchy. But, calls for reform may also come from scholars of polycentric government, who see the problem as a misalignment of administrative structure with the metropolitan context. This article adopts the latter, less-appreciated perspective that argues such dysfunctions in a metropolitan multi-government network are essentially problems of adaptive organizational design. Different than the bureaucratic model, treatises on new public management or group-behavior theory, it emphasizes the contextual nature of public administration by employing the holistic framework of "organizational systems." It illustrates the logic by introducing a
toolbox for multi-government design that speaks to the adaptive qualities of government networks in whole metropolitan areas. Its purpose is to reinvigorate this holistic approach in thinking about the way we look at multi-government networks in major metropolitan areas. - Reproduced.


Although social equity has been a formal pillar of public administration for decades, identifying mechanisms through which public officials inadvertently reproduce unfair conditions remains a relevant topic. In particular, it is important to understand how the habits and practices of street-level bureaucrats may result in an unjust allocation of public resources. This article provides evidence on how the administrative discretion conferred on school principals may result in an efficient but unfair condition regarding the allocation of students across schools, thus undermining social equity. By exploiting a natural experiment, we are able to provide reliable evidence on how controlling administrative discretion decreases the segregation of students based on their socioeconomic status. - Reproduced.


Much of the work on contemporary governance points either to a strong central government that continues to operate hierarchically or else to a relatively weak centre which relies on network forms of coordination. In place of the choice between hierarchy and networks, the cultural theory pioneered by Mary Douglas draws our attention to five distinctive social environments characterized in terms of hierarchy, individualism, egalitarianism, fatalism and autonomy. Based on an analysis of survey data collected from 488 local government managers across England, Scotland and Wales, this article uses the Douglas framework to understand patterns of governance. While the data lend support to the strong centre theorists in revealing little evidence of a central-local partnership and continuing reliance on regulatory-type instruments, we find this more a recipe for competition and fatalism than hierarchy. Our data also point to significant differences in governance style both across
services and between countries. - Reproduced.

1466 James, Oliver and Ryzin, Gregg G. Van

Initiatives to boost public trust of government often rely on better reporting of the efforts and accomplishments of government agencies. But if citizens disbelieve the performance reports of agencies, especially information about good performance, then these initiatives may be do little to enhance trust. We ask the following questions: Do citizens find performance information from government agencies to be credible, or do they trust more in independent sources? Do they believe some agencies more than others? And does credibility of the agency itself as a source depend on the level of performance that is being reported? To address these questions, we designed an experiment to test the credibility of a customer satisfaction index for two U.S. federal agencies, with random allocation of the specific agency (one politically less attractive, the other more so), the source of the index (the federal agency itself or an independent rating firm), as well as the level of performance reported in the index. Results from an online sample of nearly 600 U.S. adults show that credibility is lower for the politically less attractive agency and that citizens are especially doubtful about good performance reported by the government agency itself (as opposed to the independent rating firm). These results suggest that independent sources can boost credibility when reporting good news about government performance. - Reproduced.

1467 Perri 6

How do political administrations sustain whatever kinds of cohesion they do, over their time in office? Although recent research emphasizes institutions, sometimes institutions also weaken cohesion. Informal institutions are more important than formal ones in shaping styles of political judgement in governing administrations. But how can institutional processes explain both weakening and strengthening? This article develops a neo-Durkheimian theory. It proposes that informal institutions should be understood as operating through very particular kinds of practices, which are enacted in a limited number of basic
kinds of ritual interaction order. The article innovates by showing how written ritual in government interacts with face-to-face ritual in cultivating styles both of thought and of emotions to sustain positive and negative feedback dynamics. The argument is illustrated by analysing negative rites of blame and accusation and positive rites of self-assertion during positive feedback in the individualistic interaction order in Harold Wilson's 1960s Cabinet. - Reproduced.

1468 Perri 6 and Swedlow, Brendon
An institutional theory of cultural biases, public administration and public policy: introduction to the symposium.
Public Administration, 94(4), 2016: p.867-880.

This symposium showcases diverse contributions that a particular institutional theory of cultural biases makes to public administration and policy research. Bridging and integrating these subfields, the theory offers powerful explanations for the ways in which institutional processes drive policy-making. Developed initially by Douglas using Durkheimian theory, Hood and Wildavsky made the theory increasingly influential in public administration and policy. Today, the theory has several variants which nevertheless share common core elements. We briefly survey this institutional theory's contributions to the study of public administration and policy before describing its central claims, analysing the uses of its variants in the symposium articles, and identifying their key advances. We conclude with challenges and promising developments in efforts to conceptualize, operationalize, and test the theory in public administration and policy research. - Reproduced.

1469 Rai, Sheila
Fragmented responses towards global governance: the Indian context.

The liberalisation dice of the globalisation game has been loaded in favour of developed countries. The recipe of Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP) prescribed by the World Trade Organization (WTO), International Monetary Fund (IMF) and other international economic institutions has proved detrimental to developing countries like India where poverty is pervasive and scarcity of basic amenities crippling.1 The SAP syndrome has manifested in lockouts, industrial takeovers, closures, massive retrenchments and weakening/diluting of labour laws, etc. Service sectors such as hospitals and
schools have also been adversely affected under pressures from international donor agencies. The unsavoury social and economic consequences on the marginal sections have therefore led to a series of protests and demonstrations. The struggle in all its complexities is both ideological and practical. Pressure to alter the pace and intensity of liberalisation, and change 'scorecards' of growth, security and redistribution have gained momentum. The propensity of the elite to coalesce with the predominant forces of globalisation and ignore the basic urges of the masses further adds to the complexities. Evidently, the cataclysmic change augured by global governance on the society, politics and economics is multifaceted. The response of the southern states, namely, India, to this crossfire between the dictates of the global institutions vis-à-vis the complexities of the protests and demands of the classes and masses has been critically analysed in this article. The ongoing attempts to assuage the brutal edges of poverty and provide security and protection are also scrutinised. - Reproduced.

1470 Vangen, Siv
Developing practice-oriented theory on collaboration: a paradox lens.

Collaboration is present throughout public administration as a means to address social issues that sit in the interorganizational domain. Yet research carried out over the last three decades has concluded that collaborations are complex, slow to produce outputs, and by no means guaranteed to deliver synergies and advantage. This article explores whether a "paradox lens" can aid the development of practice-oriented theory to help those who govern, lead, and manage collaborations in practice. It draws on a long-standing research program on collaboration and a synthesis of relevant literature on paradox and collaboration. The article develops five propositions on the application of a paradox lens that explicitly recognizes the context of collaboration as inherently paradoxical; acknowledges the limitations of mainstream theory in capturing adequately the complex nature of and tensions embedded in collaborative contexts and uses the principles of paradox to develop practice-oriented theory on governing, leading, and managing collaborations. - Reproduced.

PUBLIC AUTHORITIES

1471 Lewis, Paul G.
Public authorities and other kludges: a commentary on
Public encounters, the micro-level relational process of face-to-face contact between public professionals and community members, are argued to have a meaningful effect on the outcomes of governance activities. In turn, the specific characteristics of these encounters are constrained by institutionalized macro-level structures, yet the variety of contexts and associated relational styles have not been carefully explored. Therefore, in this article, public encounters are considered in light of a particular governance typology to (a) clearly differentiate macro-level contexts, (b) clearly differentiate the associated styles of relating in each type of public encounter, (c) describe the ways in which these interactions hinder or foster productive processes and outcomes, and (d) identify a preferred approach for potentially more fruitful results. In this way, the article provides a theoretical platform for future analysis of empirical cases. This theoretical analysis reveals the pathological dynamics in public encounters produced by typical approaches to governance and offers an alternative approach that may produce more effective public encounters. Specifically, using the method of integration described by Progressive Era scholar Mary Follett, we argue fruitful public encounters entail a relational disposition, a cooperative style of relating, a collaborative mode of association, and a method for achieving integration that enables constructive conflict through disintegration of a priori positions;
collaborative discovery of facts and values; revaluation of desires and methods through dialogue; creative and integrative determinations; collective responsibility; and experientially founded commitment.- Reproduced.

PUBLIC FINANCE

1475 Bastida, Francisco , Guillamon, Maria-Dolores and Benito, Bernardino

This article analyses the factors that seem to play an important role in determining the cost of sovereign debt. Specifically, we evaluate to what extent transparency, the level of corruption, citizens' trust in politicians and credit ratings affect interest rates. For that purpose, we create a transparency index matching the 2007 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development/World Bank Budgeting Database items with the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development Best Practices for Budget Transparency sections. We also check our assumptions with the International Budget Partnership's Open Budget Index and with a non-linear transformation of our index. Furthermore, we use several control variables for a sample of 103 countries in the year 2008. Our results show that better fiscal transparency, political trust and credit ratings are connected with a lower cost of sovereign debt. Finally, as expected, higher corruption, budget deficits, current account deficits and unemployment make sovereign interest rates increase. - Reproduced.

1476 Kulkarni, Lalitagauri

1477 Misra, B.M.

1478 Narayan, Amay, Jayadev, Arjun and Mason, J.W.

1479 Ogata, Ken
Stakeholder responses to government austerity: what
happens when strong stakeholders fail to react?  

Using stakeholder theory and a historical case study, I examine how key stakeholders failed to challenge the Alberta provincial government's fiscal reforms, leading to the emergence of an unlikely champion in the Calgary hospital laundry workers. Notwithstanding that several prominent and powerful professional groups had the opportunity to oppose the government's reforms, these groups either acquiesced or sought compromise individually with the government. This case calls into question the professions' ability to protect public institutions under their domain. - Reproduced.

1480 Srivastava, D.K.  
Evolution of government finances in India: expansion, reforms and path ahead.  

PUBLIC POLICY

1481 Shpaizman, Ilana, Swed, Ori and Pedahzur, Ami  
Policy change inch by inch: policy entrepreneurs in the holy basin of Jerusalem.  
Public Administration, 94(4), 2016: p.1042-1058.

PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS

1482 Sondang Siagian, Erwin  
Public-private partnerships in Indonesia: a comprehensive legal framework of significance to action and analysis.  

Public-private partnerships have been formally provided for in Indonesia since 1998. A comprehensive legal framework has been established by the government concerning possible PPP projects, but to-date only five projects have been approved and only one of them has been completed. The many components of the framework need to be understood by those responsible for researching and advising on possible projects, just as other researchers could find it insightful to explore the reasons for the limited project action within the framework, as well as the focus, form and results of the only completed project. In accordance with these research needs and possibilities, this note addresses the fundamentals of
the framework and some significant associated challenges. - Reproduced.

PUBLIC UTILITIES

1483 Simmons, Richard
Improvement and public service relationships: cultural theory and institutional work.
Public Administration, 94(4), 2016: p.933-952.

This article examines the influence of cultural-institutional factors on user-provider relationships in public services. Using Grid-Group Cultural Theory (CT) as a way to structure the complexity of public service relationships, the article considers the extent to which public services are attuned to users' relational concerns. This analysis shows particular tensions between how users think the service should be compared with how they think the service 'actually is'. Additional study evidence is used to assess these findings; in particular, the effects of different patterns of compatibility on both the perceived quality of public service relationships and the value added by this. Finally, relationships between 'good opportunities' for user voice and the above results are discussed. In response, opportunities for improvement are identified (within the institutional work done by public service organizations), and the implications for the relative value of CT analysis are discussed. - Reproduced.

QUALITY OF LIFE

1484 Dhar, Upinder and Dhar, Santosh
Ethical values and quality of life.

RAILWAYS

1485 Arunendra Kumar
Rail budget in new Avatar.

REFUGEES

1486 Malathy, N.
Shadow prison(s) in Tamil Nadu.
Over a period of more than 20 years, successive state
governments of Tamil Nadu, even as they have claimed to
be politically in favour of the Tamil Eelam cause, have
continued to maintain horrid "special camps" for certain
Tamil Eelam refugees, one of which is still in existence.
This is an account of the awful conditions and the wide-
ranging violations of the rights of the inmates of these
camps. - Reproduced.
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No country for Afghans.
Economic and Political Weekly, 52(15), 2017(15 Apr):
p.23-27.

1488 Sharma, Madan Lal
The Palestinians right to return.
Third Concept, 23(271), 2009(Sep): p.11-14.
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1489 Anand, Vishwa
Rural-urban disparities in India.

1490 Barbosa, Alexandre de Freitas, Rodgers, Gerry and
Soundararajan, Vidhya
Regional inequality compared: the case of India and
Brazil.
Indian Journal of Economics, 96(383), 2016(Apr):

REGIONALISM
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Inspired by "frustrated expectations": comments on
"fragmented regionalism" by Savitch and Adhikari.

1492 Dev, P. Vishnu and Raghavendra, P.
Public policy, regionalism and Telegana movement.

1493 Patil, Shashikant S. and Shivkeri, Shandrakant
Aggressive regionalism: a challenge to national
integration.

1494 Ramesh, M.N. and Mallikarjun, S.
Aspects of regionalism in India.
Third Concept, 31(361), 2017(Mar): p.29-34.
1495 Savitch, H.V. and Adhikari, Sarin
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